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The ATOM
Ob jectives:

1. State the properties 0 f atomsand 5 uba tom IC oartc les .
2. Trace the mstory of the developmentoftl1e modern aernc theory.
3. Show mat the atomic theory is supported by experimental observatJons
4. Use the concepts of atom IC mass and charge.
5. Descnbe how em iSS Ion spectra are re lated to atom ic s ructore

Atoms are the fundamental building blocks that make up all matter Understanding atoms and their
srucure 15 the key to explaining the nature and behav lor of matter.

The atom 15 composed of thre'2 major types of particles that are
reffered to as subatom ic particles.

Atom ic Structure:

1. protons
2. neutrons
3. electrons

Characteristics of Sub atom ic particles:

proton

approxmaJe mass
- 24

1 .67 x 10 gram s

electrical charge locatjon in the atom

1+ part of the nucleus in the
center of the atom

neuron
- 24

1.6 7 x 10 gram s no cnarqe part of the nucleus in the
center of the atom

electron
- 28

9.11 x 10 grams 1- located outside of the nucleus

Electrical charges:
Like charges repel each other
Opposite charges attract each other
A unitofpositive charge will nouratze (cancel) a unitofnegative charge

Atom ic Masses:
The mass Of an atom is called its atomic mass. The masses of individual
atoms are assigned a unit of relative measurement known as the atom ic mass
unit (amu). The amu is defined smply as 1/12 the mass ofa carbon-12 atom
and IS represented by the symbolAJ. The masses of subatom ic particles can
be reported In am us.

proton
neu1ron
elec1ron

1 amu
1 amu
1/1837amu

°t ~.
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As yOU can see, U-:ereiauve m3sses of protons end ne!.JC'crs ere eoue: aut tne mass of either of
tr,ese pa;ueles is 1837 trnes greater than the mass of an 2:E'C ~n Because U1emass of an eiecron IS
so small In comparison, the to13I mass of the eiecrcos In cr, a'DfY'l IS considered to be a negligible part
of the atoms mass. Where does this mean that just about all me mass Of an atom IS located?

Since the beginning of hiStory, people have had differentopmions on what composes matter.

A History of the Development of the Modern Atom ic Theory

continuous theory of matter - a SOlid body can be owceo Into smaller and smaller pieces without
trmt

Dalton 5 Atom ic Theory
1. All elements are composed of atoms, which are

Indivisible and Indestructible parucles.
2. All atoms of the same element are exactly aliKe;

in particular, they all have me same mass.
3. Atoms of different elements are different; in

particular, they have different masses.
4. CompoundS are formed by tne joining of atoms

of two or more different elements. In any com-
pound, the atoms of the different elements in
the compound are joined in a definite whole-
number ratio, such as 1 to 1, 2 to 1, 3 to 2,
etc.

discontinuous theory of matter - matter IS made up of oartces so small and Indesn-uctible that they
cannot be diVided Into anything smaller

The discontinuous theory ofmatt.er was the Idea of an ancient Greek philosopher named Democritus.
Dernocntus IS also credited for nam Ing the atom because he called ns tiny IndeSlructible particles
a tom 05. the greek wora for IndlVISlole.

in me early 18005 an English chsm 1Stnamed John Dalton proposed a theory of matter based on the
existence of atoms.

Dalton s theory helped to support several of the laws of matter that were formed prior to his theory:

Law of conservation of mass - If atoms have definite masses and cannot be divided or
destroyed, tIlen a chemiCal change is simply a rearrange-
ment of atoms. Their total mass should be the same before
and after ttle chem ical reacton.

Law of definite compostuon (proportions) - If atoms of differentelemems combine in a
definite ratio whenever 1hey form a ceram compound, the
ratio of the masses' in the compound should also be fixed.
It will depend only on me masses of me different atoms and
the reuo in which they combine .

•



Law of Multiple Proportions - According to Oanon s theory, atoms of different elements
always combine in whole-number ratios. For example, in one

. l' compound of elements A and 8, the ratio of A atoms to B
atoms may be 2:1. In another compound, the ratiO may be
3:1. The ratio of A atoms that combine with a fixed number
of B atoms in these two compounds is therefore 2:3. Because
all A atoms have the same mass, the rate of masses of A
that combine with a fixed mass of 8 will also be 2:3. Thus the
theory accounts for the law of multiple proportions.

To summarize, John Dalton was the first person to develop a model of the atom. He proposed
that the atom was an indivisible, uniform Iy dense, solid sphere that entered into chem ical
reactions but was left unchanged by the reaction.

Dalton 5 work on the atomiC theory prompted many scientists to examine the atom more
thoroughly: and, since his time, many new and important discoveries regarding atom ic s1ructure have
been made. These discoveries had a major impact on Dalton 5 theory and caused it to be re-
evaluated. We no longer think of atoms as solid, indivisble, indes1ructable particles. We now know
that atoms are composed of subatom ic particles and have a complex organiZation. However, many of
Denon s ideas still hold rue and have been re1ained in the modern atomic theory; Elements are made
of atoms, Compounds do form by the joining of atoms in fixed whole-number ratios, And atoms are not
permanently changed by chem ical reactions but rather they are only rearranged into different
combinations.

3 Major Differences 8etween the Modern Atomic Theory and Dalton 5 Theory:

1. In the modern theory, atoms are not indivisible. They are made up of smaller subatomic
particles - electrons, protons, and neutrons. The arrangement of electrons is temporarily
altered when a chern ical change is 'taking place.

2. Atoms can be changed from one element to another, but not by chern ical reactions. Such
changes occur only during certain nuclear reactions.

3. Atoms of the same element are not all exactly aliKe. They are alike in those characteristics
that determ ine the chem ical properties of an element But atoms of the same element can
and do have different masses (existence of isotopes).

The Discovery of the Electron

The frst evidence for the ex istence of the elec1ron came in the 18705 trom the won of an
English scientist named William Crookes. Crookes developed a type of vacuum tube which he used to
study the nature of elec1rical discharges in gases. This tube was called a Crookes 'tube and is known
today as a cathode ray tube. ( <fl.')
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The Crookes 'tube contained a gas at ow pressure, Implanted in the tube were tlNo
electrodes,whch are conductors used to establish elec1riccontact One ofthe electrodes was shaped
Ike a disk while the other was shaped like a flat broad cross. The electrodes were connected to an
eleC1ricalpower source. When the power was turned on, Crookes observed a greeniSh gbw at 1he
large end of the tube, opposite to the disk shaped electrode. As he observed closer, he noted trlat
there was a glowing green beam coming tom the dis!::shaped elec1rode. Crookes was rot sue if1his
beam was a beam of light or if itwas a beam of elee1ricallycharged aloms. 8ecause 1hebeams
originated trom the negative electrode, which (S known as a cathode, he named 1hemcathode rays, In
order to determine the true composition of the beam, he placed a magnet close to the tube and
noted that this deflected the beam away from its normal path. Because light beams cannot be
deflected by a magnet. Crookes concluded that the beam must not be composed of light but,
rather, that it must be composed ofpartJcles. He also concluded that. because the particles
were deflected by a magnet, the particles must carry some k:ind of electrical charge. He further
cone luded that the partie les must have a negative charge because they were observed to
originate at the disk shaped electrode which was the negative electrode in his tube. Crooj(es
repeated hiSexpermentmany tmes, using different gases in 1hetube and each tine he observed 1he
greenish glow. His wor1:::led other scentsts to believe met the particles were coming tom 1hea10msof
gas in the tube and they began to believe that Dattons atomiCmodel was wrong: The atom was not
the smallest particle of matter!!!!

In 1897, an English scientist named J.J, Thompson repeated Crookes 'excerrnems but made
some minor changes that would lead him to discovering the electron. He modified a CrooKes tube by
placing a second set of electrodes after the magnet with the positive electrode (anode) being positiOned
above ir.e tube and the negative electrode (cathode) being positioned under 1hetube drectly bebw itle
enode. When an elect-ical charge was applied 10the tube, Thompson observed the same cathode
rays as Crook:es did and he noted that the rays were fll'"St deflected downward by the magnetic
field and then deflected back: upwards toward the anode as they passed through the second set
of electrodes. Thompson made many changes in his experiTlent by changing ttle gas he used in the
tube and by changing the ~pes of metals he used as elect-odes; Yet, regardless of how he changed
the conditions of his experiment. the deflection pattern of the cathode rays was always the same.
Thompson therefore concluded that the particles composing the cathode rays were negatively
charged and were all the same I::ind of fundamental particles that are present In the atoms of all
elem,mts.

Thompson called these negatively charged particles cathode-ray particles, Today, we call 1hese
particles electrons and J.J. Thompson is credited with ner discovery. By this tme in history, Dattons
model of the atom was no longer accepted because atoms were shown not to be indiviSble particles.



The DiSCOVery of the Proton

As soon as Thompson established the existence of the electon, scentsts began to assume
that there must also be a positively charged particle. associated wlttlthe snxure ct me atom. This

. assumption was based on the known fact that atoms have a net charge equal to zero (in other words,
1tley are elec1rically neunQ. Ifatoms are known 10 be electrically neu1n:ll, then the negatively
charged electrons must have their charges cancelled outby particles with opposite charges. In
other words, the other particles mustbe positively charged.

In fact, a beam of positively charged particles was diScovered in 1885 by J.J. Thompson. In
expermerrs using a cathode ray tube with high vol1age, Thompson observed a beam of particles
that was moving vom tile positively charged anode to the negatively charged cathode. He thus
concluded that thiS new beam had to be made of positively charged particles which became
known as protons.

Thompson s discoveries ofbo1h the electron and the proton caused nm to create a new
model for the atom. He proposed that atoms were not the solid, Indivisible spheres suggested
by Dalton 5 model, but rather, that they were made up of subatom Ie particles of two 1ypes with
one being positively charged and the other being negatively charged and with each type of
particle being evenly distributed throughout the mass of the atom. Thompson s new model for the
atom became known as the plum-pudding model.

[)alton model plum-pudding mode!

Char~e and Mass of the Electron

Using'1he da1a trom hiScamoce ray experrnents, Thompson tried to obtain values for 1tle
elec1r1ccharge (e) and mass Cm)of an elec1ron. He was unable 10 obtain a value for either e or m, yet
he was able to calculate the ratio of the charge on an elec1ron to i1s mass (elm). This rato is Known as
the charge I mass ratio of the electron which Thompson calculated to be. 8 couomos per
gram. 1.759 x 10
The coulomb is an SI derived unit for elec1ricalcharge.

. In 1911, an Arnercan scentst nernec Robert MiUik:anwas able to measure the charge on a
single electron and found it to be -19 coulomb.

1.602 x 10

Using Thompson s elm ratio, couc you calculate the mass of the electron?



The Rutherford Mode! of the Atpm

In 1909 the next major advance in unbclcing the secret of the atom S st'ucture resulted tom ttle
work of anomer English scientiSt named Ernest Rutherford. At this tme he was involved in studying
radioactiv~ and itwas by accoent met he changed ttle way that scientists pictured the atom.
Rutherford was interested in studying the deflectiOn of alpha particles by atoms with arge atomiC
masses. [ An apha particle (.) ISa high~peed, positively charged particle that has a mass equal
10 the mass of a helium nucleus. Alpha particles are considered to be radioactive em tss10ns that
are released when certain radioactive elements decay or diSintegrate.]

Rutherford s Apparatus

substance

In his experiment Rutherford used the setlJp pictured above. As shown in the drawing, he used
a thin sheet of pure gold foil as a 'target A short d is'tanee away from the gold foil he placed a lead box
con1aining a sample of the radioactive element polonium. What 1ypeof particles are em itted by
polonium? The lead box had a small hole in it th~t faced the gold )'bil and
would perm it a narrow stream of IX. particles to shoot out at the foil. What ~pe of electrical charge do
these particles posses? Surrounding the foil was a fluorescent screen coaled with zinc
sulfide. 0( particles react with ZnS and produce a flash of light Known as fluorescence. By observing
the fluorescence on the screen, Rutherford could determ ine if the oc partie les that passed
through the gold foil had been deflected from the ...normal straight-line path.

~utherford fully expected the~ particles to pass through the foil with little or no deflection from
ther original path. Although he did observe most of the particles to behave as he expected and str~e
the screen directly behind the foil, he observed something he did notexpect-a few oft'leoq>articies
were deflected from their straight-line path at various angles with some being deflected bat!::
toward the lead box at angles of 90 degrees or more!!!! [see the figure below that illustrates what

- Runenorc observed)

beam of
alpha

In R"'1herlord's expl!riml!nt, most of
the alph. particles pissed str.ight
through the gold foil as though it
were "not there. A few particles were
deflected from their straight·line pith,
some by 90· or more.

undeflected
partides



Rutherford~ observations ot me large engle deflectiOns ofapha parOCles could notbe
explained uSing Thomson 5 model of the atom. This compelled Rutherford to relhinK his views on the
S1rUCtLreof the atom and attempt to generate a new atomic model that could bgically explain the cause
of the unexpected deflectX>ns that he witnessed. The only reasonable exp lanatJon that would
account for the IMge engle defJectjons of some of the apha partiCles was 1hat the atom
contZlined a very small, densely pacted, cennl tore of positive charge where most all of the
mass of the atom was located. Moreover, because most of the alpha particles passed s1nllght
through the gold fall without being deflected from their origInal pa1h, Rutherford concluded 1II8t
the gold atoms consisted mostJy of empty spece. [see figure below]

1911

Rutherford'. uperimcn-
till results are explained by auuming
that the atom oontalna a denae, pcMJ.
lively charged center. ,. WUI1I'IIted
on the left, only the particles pusing
c:Joae to 01' colliding with • nucleus
were gJ'eatly deflected. In the Ruth-
erford model of the atom (right), the
protons are localed in the denaely
packed center, 01' nucleus. The e1ec-
trons meve around the nucltNa at
80me dfatance.

Rutherford is credited with the discoverY ofttlE{cen1rally located, massive, dense, positively
char<)ed core of the atom which he named the nucleus. .

. Rutherford rep~ated hiS experment many tines using a varie1y of different metal foils (gold,
pl2.ltinum,copper, and tin) and each tine he obtained the same results. What conclusbn can be ctawn
n-orn thiS information?

. Rutherford, like his predecessors, believ~d all atoms to be electrically neuval. What inpactdid
thIS hove on the way he fonnulated his atomt model?



problems with the Rutherford Model

~ecall ttlat ~uttlerford 5 model of ttle atom describes negatively charged eiecrons moving
around in crcuer oems outside of a positJVelycharged nucleus. Because opposite charges etract
me ejecrcns should be str'ongly atlracted toward me nucleus by eecrc forces. Yet, we Knowmet ttle
electons do notcome into correct with me nucleus. ~utherford reasoned mat the omitting moton of
the elec1ronsmustbe suffICientto keep tnem tom falling into ine nucleus but this moton alone will not
prevent the elec1rons trom ending up in the nucleus.

According to a theory proposed by physicis1s that describes the propertieS of moving
electrical charges, a charged particle moving in a curved path will give off light or other fonns of
electomagnetiC energy. What effect would ttlis have on ttle ~uttlerford model of the alDm? [refer to
the diagram be low)

a..aI ~ _ lNIa ctwv-d
,..ucte -'i"ll In • __ p.oh ..
Wlft _. If c""""-pIlyoou •
piled to ~ cnit,"II an .tOIl'\.
!hen 1MMnrons _ cont ...... u,
, ... oil _. E_'~y IMy """"'"
l1ooo _ MId sporal in _.,d 1M
"",lela. ~"IIIM nom to <OIIIpH
ThIS doft not ~ 10 phy)icist

Hie" IIonr concludt<llhlt cllwc.J
phy$ICi coYd I'lOl ., 10 tikvOfU
iI ...atom. .

_von
(~ti .. 1y cNrgtd)

It should be apparent that the Rutherford model does not accurately depict the 1rue
behavior of electrons. Atoms tend to be extemely stable structures. An adequate atomic model had
to be developed that would be able to explain why eleClrons do not give off energy and.collapse into
the nucleus. In 1913, a Danish phYSICIStnamed Niels Bohr ceveccec a new atomic rnooel met was
based on the ~utherford model but which was greatly improved. In the Bohr model, electrons 'Nould
notbe requi:-ed to lose energy and therefore could remain in orbit rather than spiralling in toward
'the nucleus.

The 8Qi:r Model of the Atom

*( T~ in Bohrs model ofUle atom is that ttlere are cenain definite omits in which a;)j
electron can tavel around a nucleus without radiating energy. _J
The follOwing is a lIStof the main poin1softtle Borlr model:

1. Each ufthe electron orbits is a ctcular orbitata fixf'd distance from the nucleus.

2. An elec1ron in a given orbit has a certain definite amount of energy.

3. The greater the radius of the orbit, or the distance of the elec1ron from the nucleus, the
greatar the energy of an electron in that orbit will be. For this reason the possible electron
(lrbits are ~nown as energy levels.

-4. The only wayan electron can lose energy is by dropping from one energy level to a lower one.
When this happens, the atom em its energy I in the form of light, that will be equal to the
energy difference between the two levels.



5. As long as elec1rons remain in their orbits they do not lose energy.

6. EIec1rons in the lowest energy level cannot lose any energy because they cannot move any
c loser to the nuc leus.

7. Each energy level has ns own certain number of elec1rons that can occupy that level at the
same tine. In other words, each energy level has a maxmum number of elec1rons that it can
hold at the same Ume. e....- ~/!> ,'= "Z 2" ~ ":.,-_'D 4 :. ,~ S -;: -';2

B. EIec1rons in higher energy leves cannot drop to a lower level If that lower level Is filled with
itS maximum number of elec1rons.

9. In ,very,rpm '(n iai nomoI state, the electpns Will"lw6rs be found in thePm' eqergy
&re6 qvg;&bk>,

A dlqr.m deplc:fln, the IJohr
tf'tOtHI 01~ ~tom of tn. .'.m."f
Ilthitllft. According to this model,
wnen ~ lithium stem is in the ground
state. two orbits are occupied by
electrons. Th~ inner orbit is O(cl.lpied
by two ~lectron$, the outer by one
elecllon. All three electrons move
around the nucleus in .. circular path.

~. ,':'.'
"nudeus

. Because an atom normally has all of its lower energy levels fully occupied by electrons, no
electrons are able to move into lOwer levelS and therefore none of them can lose any energy. An atom
in 1tIis state is therefore energetiCally stable and is sad to be In its ground s1ate.

Under normal conditions, atoms are found in the around state. However, atoms can absorb
energy from an outsce source. When this 'happens, the absorbed energy can cause one or more of
1tle eecrons witJ1in the atom to move to higher energy levels. When electons are moved ~t~
hig~r energy levels, the atom is said to have moved from its ground state to arr=eii'fe~iate, But an
exited atom is energetiCally unstable ond Its excited elecvons cannot remain e~~d--v long resulting
in thei' rapid return to their Original energy levelS. As excited elec1rons return to thei'" original levels,
~neroy is oiven off from the atom exactly equal in amount to the energy absorbed when the
elec1rons moved up to the higher energy levels,

The DiScoyery of the Neutron

In 1932, en English scientiSt named James Chadwick: discovered another subatomic partiCle.
When beryllium was bombarded with alpha partiCles, a beam of high penet"ating power was formed.
ChadwiCl:: demonstrated that this beam was made of partiCles that had approxmately the seme mass
as protons. Furthermore, he demonstated that the particles were not affected by electic or magnetic
fieldS. Thus Chadwick named mese particles neutrons because they did not posses a charge.
Neutrons are found in the nucleus and are Imponant factors in maintZlining the stZlbllity of the
nucleus.

·~XC·I-k-



The Charge:<:loyd Model of the Atom

New exoermems performed in the 19305 and 19405 shed new lighton the smcure of the
aiom and made it necessary to mOdify the Bohr model of the atom. These mocfcetons produced a
new atom ic model called the charge-cloud model. This new model differs from the Bohr model in that
it does not show the paths (orbits) of electrons. Instead, it shows the most probable location of
an electron. It does this by representing electrons as a diffuse cloud of negative charge. The
charge coud has varying densities, being thd::er In some places and thinner in others. The densest
places in the cloud show the most probable Iocaoons of an electron at any given moment. Where
it is unli::ely an electron would be found, the electron cloud is thin (has Ii low densi1¥).

A N,,.-doud moMl af the Jim-
plest hydrogen .tom, ,wotillm. At
any on. instlnt. there is I nine out of
10 chlnce the Itom's single electron
will be ~where within the spheri·
cll sp.ce denoted by the dahed line.

Craractsnsucs of the charge-cloud model are as fOllows:

1. The charge cloud is composed ofdifferntenergy levels.

2. The further away from the nucleus an electron is, the more energy it will posses.

3. Each energy level for an electron contains sublevels.

-4. Each sublevel has a slightly different energy than the other sublevels in its energy level.

5. Within each sublevel there are regions of space called orbitals.

6. Orbi1als may be occupied by one electron or by two electrons having the same amount of
energy.

7. At the center of the atom is a positively charged nucleus that contains all of the atom 5
protons and neutrons and where most of the mass of the atom is concentra1ed.



Jbe Eyolution of Mpm ic Models

ThOmson

Our idHs about the structure of the
atom gradw.lly ha~ changtd since
Dalton proposed their existtntt.
1803 Dllton-Indivisible ptrtiClts
1e97 Thomson-plum·pudding

model
,!tOg Rutherford-positively thlr~d

nucleus surrounded by mostly
empty space

1913 Iohr-tltC1rons in energy
.....els

19505 Many TflMrCMr5-cNrge·
. cloud model (pmenl model)

Atom jc Number

Botr

.._.:;; .

The atom ic number is the number of protons in the nucleus of on atom.

Charoe<bud

prntnt

A II atoms of the same element have the same number of protons and mus the same etorn ic number.

Atoms ofdifferentelemen1s will have a different number of protons Inmer nucleus. A careful loOKet
1tle perioc c table shows that no two e~ments have the same atomic number. Therefore, each
element has a unique atom Ie number that identifies the element In other words, atomic numper
defines pn element,

The SymbOl Z S'0.nd5 for tne atomic number of an element
For example, the element carbon has 6 protons in i1S nucleus and therefore has an
atom iC number of O.Thus J Z: 6.

In Its normal s'tate an atom is elec1riCally neutral. ThiS means mat it must have equal numbers of
protons and elect-ons so that the atom as a whole will have a net charge equal to zero. Using thiS
fact. the atomic number can also tell you the number of electrons that are normally present in
~eamm. .
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The total number of protons and neurons in an atom 5 nucleus IScalled the mass number.

The mass number is symbolized by the letter A.

The atom IC number and the mass number can be Included in the symbol for an element As a rule the
atom ic number is written as a suoscrpt at the lower left of the symbol, and the mass number is written
as a superscript at the upper left of the symbol.

For example, the symbol for chlorine is written as
follows:

(A) mass number--------> 35 'l

CI
(Z) atom ic number -------------- > 17;..

# Of neutrons = A - Z

-,

''"'' , ,
, ~

Ions are atoms that have a net electrical charge that IS greater or less than zero.,
•

In other words ions are atoms that have a retposnve or a net negative elecu-ical charge
assoc iated with them. ";

An ion forms if the tolal numbers of protons (ot) do not equal the lOla I numbers or secrors (--)
in an atom.

How are oosttve ions formed?

How are negative ions formed? .\••
An Ion that has a negative net charge is called an anion.

An ion that has a positive net charge IS called a canon.

All atoms of the same element are not necessarily identical. They are alke in those
characteristics that determine tner identity and chemical properties- that is, they all have the same
atom ic number. Atoms may differ, however, in the number of neutrons in their nuclei.

Atoms of the same element that have different numbers of neutrons in their nuclei have different
masses.
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iSotopes- atoms of the same element that contain different numbers of neutrons

Because tne atomic number is always lhe same for anyone element, it is often dropped when writing
1tle symbol. However, when dealing with ISotopes, me mass number must be re1ained with the
symbol so that you can dIStinguish between me different isotopes of the element

16 18
For example, isotopes of cerccn can be symboliZed as C and C.
They can also be written as carbon-12 and carnon-t-t.

Not all elemen1Sneve different isotopes.

Some soicoes are raccecwe. Whether or not an iSotopewill be radioactive depends on 1tle s'ebility
of i1S nucleus. The stabilitY of an tsctope depends on the number of neu1rons present relative to
the number of protons present in the atom s nucleus. Usually an isotope will be radioactive If it
has too many or too few neutrons compared tQ protons thus causinc the atom to be unstDble.
[see graph below)

c

I 60i
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HudMr ...wIll)' '*' be
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0( ne",,",",, 10prOl_ In diIJ....".,
alum&. IiIolice lhill .... Ihos alomic

.. 'number ~, Ihc nllmber 01
-, nelolU'ON IleO!ded 10 maintain .aabW1)'

__ w,ter.

Racoecuve isotopes will decay, emitting aoha or beta particles until they achieve stability .

..
. Until the discovery of sotooes, chemi515assumed that all of the atoms of a partiCular element

were identlcal and would all have the same mass. CJr-Jginally'JScientis15were unable to determine the
actual mass of an iridividual atom in grams. 'Yet they were a~ 10determine the relative mass of an
atom. In other words, they were able to cletermine relatively how much larger or smaller one atom was
compared to other atoms. They were able to do this because they were able to experimentally
determine what percentage of the total mass ofa compound could be attt"buted to each element
making up the compound.



Today ttle atom that is used as the sancero to determine relatJveatomic masses is an ISotopeof ttle
element carbon, carbon-12. The atomic mass ofcarbon-12 is defined as exactly 12. All the atomic
masses of the other elements are therefore determ ined relative to the atom ic mass of carbon-12.
[refer to your notes on the atomic mass unit from the frstpage of your notes]

When you look on the periodic table, you will see that the atomic mass reported for carbon is 12.0111
Why is the atomic mass for carbon reported as 12.011 instead of 12? Why is the atomic mass of
carbon different from the atomic mass ct caroon-tz?

Emiss ion Spectroscopy

If white light is passed through a prism it willbe separated to form a band of colors ranging tom
red to ViOlet,like a rainbow. Ths band of colors is called a continuous spectrum. The continuous
spectrum is composed of many different wavelengths of light

Every color in the continuous spectrum is formed by a specific wavelength of light Each
wavelength of light has a spec ific amount of energy assoc iated with it

Ii an element is heated in a flame, it will give off light If this light is passed through a prsrn it
will be divided into separate, distinct lines of color. In other words, only certain colors from the
continuous spectrum will appear-- not the whole spectrum. These distmct lines of color are called
bright-line spectra.

The set of bright-line spectra produced by an element is unique and will be different from
the set of bright-line spectra produced by any other element

For the reason just mentioned above, the set of bright-line spectra produced by an element is I"e the
fingerprints of that element and can be used to identify the element



The set of brighHne spectra for an element is ca lied the bright-line 5p'ec~um of the element

Why will heating an element cause it to produce light?

An instumentcalled an emission spectroscope is used to determine the bright-line spectrum for any
element and therefore can be used to identify elements.

From the bright-line spectrum of an element. scientists are also able to determine the value of the
energy levelSin rts atoms. Each line in the spectrum represents a particular energy level jump that an
elec1ron can make in the atom.

~\


